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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable is focused on the optimization of the energy storage system for the 

multi-home scenario developed in WP2 of the TALENT project. The optimization 

system has been developed in Matlab, using the software designed and presented in 

the Deliverable 1.2: “Definition of the unified software architecture and tools for 

planning decentralised energy systems”. The report describes in detail the 

software internal structure, based on an object-oriented paradigm as well as its 

use for optimization of the multi-home case.  

The presented multi-home case addresses the use of an energy storage system 

shared by different end-users and integrated at building level. In here, PV 

generation at building level is also considered and a common optimization for the 

energy storage, PV and tariff is addressed using the LCoE as a figure of merit.  

Additionally, the battery life effects under variable power caused by single-phase 

loads connected to the DC-link due to the proposed topology for the power 

conversion are also analysed.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the key targets of 2030 Energy and Climate framework of the European 

Union is to achieve a 32% share of renewable energy [1]. Of all renewables, solar 

photovoltaic (PV) is expected to play a key role in the clean energy transition, 

being the technology with the largest scope of cost reduction and efficiency gains. 

Currently, the share of PV plants in the total EU power mix corresponds to 5% [1], 

with a total of 130 GW installed at the end of 2019. 

The necessity of a higher-penetration rate of renewable generation is accompanied 

by some drawbacks due to this unpredictable energy source. Main disadvantages 

affect voltage, power quality, power flow, protection and active devices [2]. 

Furthermore, in places where there is a high penetration of solar photovoltaic (PV) 

generation, the irradiance fluctuation due to cloud passing causes sudden 

variations in the generated energy that result in undesired grid voltage and 

frequency fluctuations. These quick ramp-wise variations in the delivered power to 

the grid can be smoothed by the integration of energy storage systems (ESS), where 

batteries have been mainly proposed [3]. 

In the present deliverable the architecture of a tool that evaluates the integration 

of battery system in a PV plant is presented. The main purpose of the tool is to 

achieve the most competitive cost of the technology while increasing their 

integration robustness.  
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It is also presented how pulsating load effects of single-phase inverters can affect 

the battery and system performance, where the efficiency is significantly reduced. 

1.1. PURPOSE AND TARGET GROUP 

A fraction of the costs for the nowadays energy storage solutions are due to the 

independent design for the energy storage itself and the power-converter. This task 

will develop a framework valid for the optimized design that will consider: 1) sizing 

in terms of energy/power considering tariff implications, 2) decoupling of pulsating 

(single-phase) load effect from the energy storage itself, reducing the aging, 3) 

selection of voltage/current level according to the application, but considering a 

modular design that can be scaled from 10 kVA to 100 kVA. According the reduction 

in the costs strategy, a hybrid solution will be promoted. The solution will allow 

integrating battery modules having different specifications in terms of 

energy/power that can be dynamically operated. The system objective shall allow 

reducing the contracted power at building level, directly reducing the return of 

investment time. 

1.2. CONTRIBUTIONS OF PARTNERS 

Contribution of partners can be followed from the Table of history and 

contributions. 

 

1.3. RELATION TO OTHER ACTIVITIES IN THE PROJECT 

The following Table 2 depicts the main relationship of this deliverable to other 

activities (or deliverables) developed within the project and that should be 

considered along with this document for further understanding of its contents. 

 

TABLE 2: RELATION TO OTHER ACTIVITIES IN THE PROJECT 

DELIVERABLE  RELATION  

D1.2 This deliverable provides the software tool 

architecture definition later used in the multi-home 

scenario 

D2.3 Use of the proposed energy-storage in the multi-

home scenario control system 
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2. SOFTWARE TOOL ARCHITECTURE 

The software seeks to analyse the viability of decentralized energy systems at 

different scales. The aim of the software is to enhance system efficiency and 

reduce the LCoE. 

2.1. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

For the design considerations, the three application scenarios are considered where 

each one has a specific target, as shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3: APPLICATION SCENARIOS 

 Multi-home District system Utility-scale 

Power range (MW) ≤ 0.1 [0.5, 3]  ≥ 3  

VDC range (kV) ≤ 800  ≤ 1.5  3  

BESS target 

Optimization of 

the shared power 

among the 

building loads, 

storage and 

generation 

Meet the demand 

load with 

generation plus 

energy storage. 

Act as generator 

source. 

 

Act as an ancillary 

services provider. 

Regulate voltage 

and frequency of 

the grid. 

Store surplus PV 

power generated 

(clipping 

recapture). 

 

 BATTERY SYSTEM 2.1.1.

Easy BESS scalable solutions based on the iBATT module (Figure 1), which can be 

connected in parallel (following the VDC constraints of Table 3) or series. The main 

characteristics of the iBATT include: 

o Energy: 8.6 kWh 

o Power: 18 kW 

o Output of 400 VDC . 

o Isolated boost conversion. 

o Easy voltage scalability. 
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FIGURE 1: IBATT SCHEME 

2.2. INTRODUCTION TO THE SOFTWARE TOOL 

 OVERVIEW OF THE ARCHITECTURE 2.2.1.

The overall structure is mainly split into the two parts as shown in Figure 2: 

- In the back-end, the input data is acquired and processed to perform the 

cost function that optimizes the cost considering the constraints defined. 

These constraints could be changed depending on the application. 

- In the front-end, the results of the optimization are presented. 

The software has been designed in MATLAB using an object-oriented approach, so it 

can be easily ported to different languages. The project is finally generated using a 

MATLAB .prj file. 
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FIGURE 2: ARCHITECTURE OF THE TOOL  

 INPUTS 2.2.2.

For the different input data, the load and generation profile are required to 

perform the optimization. The optimization is based on historical data.  The 

following formats are accepted for the profiles:  

o .csv 

o SunSpec 

o .json 

o .mat 

o API meteo 

o Extensible binary formats from TALENT 

The predicted hourly PV generation can be obtained using freely available 

databases. Currently, PVGIS 1  is used and its data base gives the estimated PV 

production based on specific location. The architecture includes a function to 

obtain the profile automatically. Other providers, NASA or METEONOR can be valid 

to elaborate the generated profile. One complete year is required.  

                                         

1 https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/pvgis 
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The estimation of historic load profile for the same period of the generation is also 

required. The user should provide the predicted or recorded consumption data. The 

maximum resolution allowed is 1 second.  

On the other hand, the electricity price is required for the optimization. The 

electricity costs will be computed based on the power injected/sold to the grid, 

and hourly variation of electricity will be accounted. 

In case the location selected for the evaluation is Spain, the electricity bill 

following the regulated market can be computed, where both the energy and the 

contracted power (CP) needs to be accounted. The required data is loaded from a 

CSV file, with the layout gathered in Table 4. The tariff name is the table index 

and the possible tariffs include the following two, three and six period tariffs: 

2.1DHA, 2.1DHS, 2.1A, 2.0 DHS, 2.0DHA, 2.0A, 3.1A, 3.0A, 6.1A, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5. 

P1-P6 denotes the price values of the different tariff periods.  

TABLE 4: TARIFF CSV LAYOUT 

Tariff 

name 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

name (€/kW/ 

year) 

Val  Val  Val  Val  Val  Val  

 (€/kWh) Val  Val  Val  Val  Val  Val  

 

Pmin 

(kW) 

Pmax 

(kW) 

Vmin 

(V) 

Vmax 

(V) 

VAT Electrici

ty taxes 

Bonuses Meterin

g 

Val Val Val Val Val Val Val Val 

        

 

For other European countries, the energy price will include all the expenses 

involved. The disposition of the CSV file with the data should follow the structure 

in Table 5. 

TABLE 5: CSV ENERGY PRICE 

Country P1 (€/kWh) P2 (€/kWh) P3 (€/kWh) 

name Val Val Val 
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On the other hand, the considered feed-in tariff is the one given by the hourly 

price of daily market in OMIE2. There is a function devoted for uploading the data 

automatically from the website. 

 

 INTERNAL DATA 2.2.3.

In order to operate with the provided data, calendar objects are built. This 

organization allows multiple-resolution from one hour to one second and considers 

structure-kind representation, as shown in Figure 3.  

This data organization resembles a calendar access and will allow a simpler access 

to periods of data to be processed and represented. Figure 4 shows an example of 

daily representation of the load and the generation using methods assigned to the 

object. 

 

FIGURE 3: STRUCTURE OF THE DATA CALENDAR OBJECT 

 

                                         

2 https://www.omie.es/ 

1 min / 60 s 

1 h / 60 min 

1 day / 23-25 h 

1 month / 28-31 days 

12 months / 1 year 

N years 

e. g. Obj.calData{1,year}{1,month}{1,day}{1,hour}{1,min}{1,s}{date, data} 

https://www.omie.es/
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FIGURE 4: DAILY POWER GENERATION OF ONE YEAR (LEFT). DAILY CONSUMPTION OF THE 

LOAD (RIGHT). 

 This class has the following structure, where the methods are devoted for getting 

data of a specific timeframe of the day and to easily represent data. 

classdef CalendarData 
    properties 

   years   % year vector of the data 

   startYear % starting year  
   endYear  % ending year 

   nYears  % number of years 
   dataResMin % resolution in minutes 
   calDates % datetime vector 

   calData  % profile data following the structure in 

Figure 3 
   dataYears % data separated in years 
   rawData  % vector profile data 

    end 

 

    methods 

        obj = CalendarData (calDates,rawData); 

        obj = GetCalendarData (obj,data);  
        cumDataAll = CalendarDataCumDay(obj); 

        PlotYearCalendarData(obj,data,figIniNumber,name); 
        PlotYearDayCalendarData(obj,data,figIniNumber,name); 
    end 
 

2.3. CLASS DEFINITION 

Different objects will be created to perform the cost optimization, which follow 

the steps of Figure 5. Each of the objects required will be presented herein.  
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FIGURE 5: STEPS FOR THE OPTIMIZATION 

 LOAD DATA 2.3.1.

First, the input data mentioned in 2.2 is loaded as follows: Once the load profile is 

selected, the corresponding generation profile for a determined location and the 

feed-in tariff for the same period is uploaded.  

 TARIFF 2.3.2.

The present software allows computing the electricity bill for the Spanish regulated 

market case under detail. For that propose, the tariff class was defined as follows:  

 Tariff 
o Tariff2: 2-period tariff 
o Tariff3: 3-period tariff 
o Tariff6: 6-period tariff 

Tariff classes are located in package folder Tariff_c, where it has a superclass 

and different subclasses devoted for each period number and their different 

regulations. Thus, some of the methods are common and some other are abstract. 

They define the calendar and daily periods of the tariff, and the price to be 

applied at each one. The superclass properties and their methods are presented 

below. 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

Load data 

Select tariff 

Compute costs 

PV optimizer 

ESS optimizer 

Tariff Optimizer 

EMS optimizer 
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classdef Tariff 
    properties 

years   % tariff name  

voltage     % tariff [min voltage,max voltage] in [1] 
powerRange  % tariff [min power, max power] in [W] 
TP          % tariff power term [€/kW/year] 

TE          % tariff energy term [€/kWh]         
taxes       % electricity taxes [pu] 

IVA =0.21   %  taxes [pu] 
feedIn      % feed in tariff [€/kWh] 
hRes        % resolution in the tariff periods [h] 

dayHours    % vector with hRes resolution for the tariff 

periods     % tariff periods. TODO: change name by months 

sizePeriods % tariff different periods in the year [months] 
hDisc       % tariff periods with the required hRes 
sizehDisc   % number of hourly discrimination elements 

calendar    % calendar distribution for the tariff terms 
[hres resolution] 
meter_renting % meter device renting [€/month] 

    end 

 

    methods(Abstract) 

        function obj = CreateCalendar(obj, calDates) 

        function obj = UpdateCalendarData(obj,TP,TE,CP,Ki)    

    end 

    methods  

function obj=Tariff(name,feedIn, hRes, nPeriodsYear,  

file_tariff) 
         function obj = AddhDisc(obj,nHdisc,hDisc) 

         function obj = AddPeriod(obj,nPeriod,nHdisc) 

         function periodData = GroupDataByTariffPeriods(obj, data) 

    end 

end  

------------------------------------------------------------- 

The constructor of the class is particular for each subclass and depends on the 

number of period tariff, but they share the same inputs.  

classdef Tariff2 < Tariff_c.Tariff 

    properties 

t2_type     % 2 tariff period type  

CP (1,1)    % Contracted power per period 

    end 

    methods  

function obj = Tariff2(name, CP, feedIn, hRes, 
nPeriodsYear, file_tariff) 
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  function obj = CreateCalendar(obj, calDates) 

 function obj = UpdateCalendarData(obj,TP,TE,CP,Ki)    

    end 

end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef Tariff3< Tariff_c.Tariff 

    properties 

t3_type     % 3 tariff period type  

CP (3,1)    % Contracted power per period 

    end 

    methods  

function obj = Tariff3(name, CP, feedIn, hRes, 
nPeriodsYear, file_tariff) 

  function obj = CreateCalendar(obj, calDates) 

 function obj = UpdateCalendarData(obj,TP,TE,CP,Ki)    

    end 

end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef Tariff6 < Tariff_c.Tariff 

    properties 
Ki = [1 0.5 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.17].'; % penalization weights 

for each period 

CP (6,1)    % Contracted power per period 

    end 

    methods  

 function obj=Tariff6(name, CP, feedIn, hRes, nPeriodsYear,  
file_tariff) 

  function obj = CreateCalendar(obj, calDates) 

 function obj = UpdateCalendarData(obj,TP,TE,CP,Ki)    

    end 

end 

An example of constructor of a tariff object for a 6-period tariff can be: 

objTariff = Tariff_c.Tariff6(name,CP,feedIn.price, hRes, 

nPeriodsYear, file_tariff); 

where Tariff_c is the package folder and Tariff6 is the subclass with the 

following inputs: 

 Name (string): corresponding tariff name which should be one of the 

mentioned in 2.2.2 with the same number of periods (e.g. ’6.1A’).  

 CP: vector of the corresponding power contracted 
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 feedIn: cost of the feed-in tariff for the corresponding period of the 
generation profile. This profile can be obtained with the class OMIE_data as 
follows: 
feedin=OMIE_data(date_ini,date_end,data_dir); 
From the starting and ending dates (date_init and date end), it obtains the 

data from OMIE webpage and downloads in the desired directory (data_dir). 

This object has four properties: 

o date_ini 

o date_end 

o date_time: datetime vector 

o price: electricity price vector that will be considered as the feed-in 

tariff. 

 hres: resolution in hours. 

 nPeriodsYears: number of times that the periods vary along the year. This 

allow for variable distribution of tariffs along the year, which is a common 

situation in some countries. 

 File_tariff: CSV file where the tariff prices are gathered, following the 

structure of Table 4. 

 

 COST COMPUTATION 2.3.3.

In order to compute the electricity costs, the E_cost superclass is created, which 

is in package folder Ecost_c and the class organized as follows: 

 Ecost 
o Ecost_MH_country 
o Ecost_MH_Spain 

 Ecost_MH_Spain_2x  
 Ecost_MH_Spain_3x  
 Ecost_MH_Spain_6x  

The superclass is presented below, where the properties gather the different cost 

of the load, the feed-In profile, the load costs considering generation and the total 

costs with taxes. Once the object is created, the costs associated to a power 

profile can be updated with UpdateCosts, and change of the tariff applied if 

desired. 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef ECost 

    properties 

        Ecost_kWh         % energy term 

        Country           % country string         

        feedIn            % feed-in cost profile 
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        net               % net costs (Ecost-feedIn) 

        total             % total load costs including taxes   

    end 

    methods (Abstract) 

        UpdateCosts(obj, newTariff, netEnergy);         

    end 

    methods 

        function Ecost(country) 

    end 

end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

The constructor inputs of the different subclasses will vary in this case. For any 

country, the subclass constructor used is Ecost_MH_country which has two 

inputs: 

 country: string of the selected country 

 feedIn: cost of the feed-in tariff for the corresponding period of the 
generation profile.  

It has no extra properties as it can be seen below. 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef  Ecost_MH_country < Ecost_c.Ecost 

    properties 

    end 

    methods 

        function obj = Ecost_MH_country(country,feedIn) 
        function obj = getprice(obj,country) 

        function obj = UpdateCosts(obj, country, netEnergy) 

    end 

end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

If the costs are computed following the Spanish regulation, one of three 

constructors of the subclasses of Ecost_MH_Spain should be used, based on the 

tariff selected previously. It uses as an input the corresponding tariff object.  

Each tariff has a different regulation regarding their contracted capacity and its 

penalization in case the capacity demanded exceeds the contracted one. Thus, 

each subclass has abstract methods to compute both costs: TPcosts and 

FEPCosts. On the other hand, the energy and taxes cost computation are all 

common for all subclasses and they can inherit these methods from their parent, 

Ecost_MH_Spain.   

------------------------------------------------------------- 
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classdef  Ecost_MH_Spain < Ecost_c.Ecost 

    properties 

        TE          % energy term 

        TP          % power term 

        FEP         % power exceeds penalization 

        tariff      % applicable tariff 

        npoints     % data points used for the costs calculations 

    end 

    methods (Abstract) 

        TPCosts(obj, load); 
        FEPCosts(obj, load);         

        GetCostsByPeriod (obj, cost_term_str);                 

    end 

    methods 

        function obj = Ecost_MH_Spain(tariff, feedIn) 
        function obj = TECosts(obj, load) 

        function obj = FeedIn(obj,netEnergy) 
        function obj = NetCosts(obj) 
        function obj = TotalCosts (obj) 

        function obj = getEcostper(obj,netEnergy,tariff) 

        function obj = UpdateCosts(obj, newTariff, netEnergy)         

    end 

end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef  Ecost_MH_Spain_2x < Ecost_c.Ecost_MH_Spain 

    properties 

    end 

    methods 

        function obj = Ecost_MH_Spain_2x (tariff) 

        function obj = TPCosts (obj, ~) 

        function obj = FEPCosts (obj, ~) 

    end 

end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef  Ecost_MH_Spain_3x < Ecost_c.Ecost_MH_Spain 

    properties 
        FEPper 

    end 

    methods 

        function obj = Ecost_MH_Spain_3x (tariff) 
        function obj = TPCosts (obj, Pload) 
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        function periodCosts= GetCostsByPeriod (obj, cost_term_str) 

    end 

end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef  Ecost_MH_Spain_6x < Ecost_c.Ecost_MH_Spain 

    properties 

    end 

    methods 

        function obj = Ecost_MH_Spain_6x (tariff) 

        function obj = TPCosts (obj, ~) 

        function obj = FEPCosts (obj, load) 
        function periodCosts= GetCostsByPeriod (obj, cost_term_str) 

    end 

end 

 PV OPTIMIZER 2.3.4.

The PV generation characteristics will be gathered in an object defined by class 

PVSystem. The aim of this class is to be able to optimize the PV system easily. The 

following inputs are required to construct a PVsystem object: 

 nomPower: PV nominal power of the system [kW] 

 maxPower: peak power of the system [kW] 

 modMaxPower: maximum power of a single module [W] 

 invNomPower: nominal power of the inverter [kW] 

 modCurveCal: generation profile of a curve of the specific location. 

[CalendarData] 

 pvCostEurKw: cost of the installation [€/kW nom] 

PVSystemGetGenCurve method will add to the object the generation profile 

following the CalendarData class. 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef PVSystem 

    properties 

        nomPower        % nominal power in [kW] 

        maxPower        % peak power in [kW] 

        numMod          % number of modules 

        modMaxPower     % module max power in [W] 

        invNomPower     % inverter nominal power in [kW] 

        numInv          % number of inverters in the installation 
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        modCurveCal     % generation curve per module using the 
CalendarData format 

        genCurveCal     % generation curve using the CalendarData 

format 

        costs           % cost in [€] 

    end 

    methods 

        function obj = PVSystem(nomPower,maxPower, modMaxPower,... 

        invNomPower, modCurveCal, pvCostEurKw) 

        function obj = PVSystemGetGenCurve(obj) 

    end 

end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

 BESS OPTIMIZER 2.3.5.

The BESS unit object will be defined by class EnergyStorage, where they can be 

associated and form a BESS system defined by the subclass 

EnergyStorageSystem. Thus, the battery unit with the required inputs is 

defined first: 

 vNom: rated voltage of the battery [1] 

 vMax: maximum voltage of the battery [1] 

 vMin: minimum voltage of the battery [1]. 

 cNom: rated capacity. Updated with aging [Ah] 

 eNom: rated energy [kWh] 

 iNomd: rated discharge current [A] 

 iNomc: rated charge current [A] 

 maxSoC: maximum state of charge [%] 

 minSoC: minimum state of charge [%] 

 initSoC: initial state of charge [%] 

 costsEuKwh: cost installation [€/kwh] 

Init and Step method are used for modelling the profile. It is considered that 

positive sign of the battery reflects the battery is charging.  

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef EnergyStorage 

    properties 

        vNom        % rated voltage [1] 

        vMax        % max voltage [1] 

        vMin        % min voltage [1] 

        cNom        % rated capacity [Ah] 

        eNom        % rated energy [kWh] 
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        iNomd       % rated discharge current [A] 

        iNomc       % rated load current [A] 

        maxSoC      % maximum SoC [%] 

        minSoC      % minimum SoC [%] 

        initSoC     % initial SoC [%] 

        cLim        % useful capacity with the limits [Ah] 

        eMax        % maximum useful energy with the limits 

[kWh] 

        eMin        % minimum useful energy with  the limits 
[kWh] 

        eLim        % useful energy with the  limits [kWh] 

        eIni        % initial energy [kWh] 

        cMax        % maximum useful capacity with the limits 

[Ah] 

        cMin        % minimum useful capacity with the limits 
[Ah] 

        AcqCost     % system acquisition cost [€] 

        OpCost      % system operation cost [€] 

        eK          % actual stored energy [kWh] 

        eIncK       % actual increment in stored  energy [kWh] 

        SoCK        % actual SoC [%] 

        costsEuKwh  % cost in [€/kWh] considering  power 
converter rated 1C 

    end 

    methods 

        function obj = EnergyStorage(vNom,vMax,vMin,cNom,eNom,                

iNomd,iNomc,maxSoC,minSoC,initSoC,costsEuKwh) 
        function obj = Init(obj,eIni) 

        function [obj, essPowerK] = Step(obj, inPowerK, Ts, eMin, 
eMax) 

    end 
end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

Once the unit battery is constructed, the BESS system can be configured. The BESS 

system object requires the following inputs to be defined: 

 the energy storage object 

 series association ns 

 parallel association np 

GetEnergyStorageSystemCost method will provide the total cost of the 

system. 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
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classdef EnergyStorage 

    properties 

        np        % number of parallel battery modules  

        ns        % number of series battery modules 

    end 

    methods 

        function obj = EnergyStorageSystem(energyStorage,np,ns)  

        function cost = GetEnergyStorageSystemCost(obj,disscount) 

    end 

end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

 EMS OPTIMIZER 2.3.6.

In order to manage the power from the battery side, a class is created to define 

the energy management system (EMS), located in package folder EMS_c. This 

superclass defines the tariff and BESS object.  

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef EMS 

    properties 

        tariff        % tariff object 

        ess           % BESS object 
        initCharge    % init charge [%] 

        application   % application string Multihome (MH), District 

system (DS), Utility (U) 

    end 

    methods (Abstract) 

        [essRef, eMinK, eMaxK] = CalculateEssRef(obj,netEnergy,SoCK, 
year_hour, date,CP_k)   

    end 

    methods 
        function obj = EMS(tariff,ess)  

    end 

end 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

classdef EMS1 < EMS_c.EMS 

    properties 

        tariff        % tariff object 
        ess           % BESS object 
        initCharge    % init charge [%] 

        application   % application string Multihome (MH), District 
system (DS), Utility (U) 

    end 
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    methods 
        function [essRef, eMinK, eMaxK] = CalculateEssRef (obj, 

netEnergy, SoCK, year_hour, date, CP_k)   

    end 

end 
 

Different subclasses which only inherit the superclass properties can be created to 

define the EMS strategy with the method CalculateESSRef. This method creates 

the profile and requires the following inputs: 

 Obj: EMS subclass object 

 netEnergy: Load profile minus generation profile at a time k. 

 SoCK: State of Charge at time k. 

 year_hour: time k 

 date: corresponded date of the time k. 

 CP_k: price of the electricity at time k. 

3. RESULTS 

In this section, the generation plus energy storage are analysed from an economic 

perspective. A Multihome case which consists of several dwells is evaluated. The 

profile is analysed with the Spanish tariff 3.0A in Table 6. 

TABLE 6: TARIFF 6.1A 

Tariff 

name 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

6.1A (€/kW/ 

year) 

40.72889 24.43748 16.29155

5 
   

 (€/kWh) 0.121 0.105 0.079    

 

Pmin 

(kW) 

Pmax 

(kW) 

Vmin (V) Vmax 

(V) 

VAT Electrici

ty taxes 

Bonuses Metering 

15 450 - 1000 21 5.11   

        

 

Two installation cases with the same total power are compared to evaluate the 

integration of a BESS. The first one consists only of a PV system (PV1), whereas the 

second one is formed by a PV system (PV2) and a BESS. The main characteristics 

and the volume of the BESS and the PV systems are gathered in Table 7 and Table 

8, respectively. 
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TABLE 7: IBATT CONFIGURATION 

Pbat dis 

(kW) 

Ebat 

(kWh) 

Ibat nom 

(A) Series 

ibatt 

parallel 

ibatt 
V (kV) 

Install. 

Cost 

(€/kWh) 

Running 

cost 

(€/kW) 

34.56 15.5 43.2 2 1 800 500 8.2 

 

 

TABLE 8: PV SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

 Ppeak (kW) Pn (kW) 

Number 

of 

modules 

Inverter 

power 

(kW) 

Install. 

Cost 

(€/kWh) 

Running 

cost 

(€/kW) 

PV1 68.3 60.2 156 34.4 780 18.5 

PV2 29.3 25.8 67 34.4 780 18.5 

  

Three cases will be analysed in parallel: 

 Load profile 

 PV system PV1 + Load profile 

 PV system PV2 + BESS + Load profile 

Having the previous systems exposed, first the contracted power (CP) by the user is 

minimized. It is found the best trade-off between CP and penalization which 

minimizes overall CP costs (1). Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show how these costs 

vary for each case with CP, where the best CP value which leads to an overall 

minimum CP expense is highlighted with a star for each period. 

min𝐶𝑃𝑖
CPCosts (𝐶𝑃𝑖) {

𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐶𝑃𝑖 ≥ 𝐶𝑃𝑖+1

𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
 (1) 
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FIGURE 6: OPTIMIZATION OF THE CAPACITY CONTRACTED OF THE LOAD PROFILE 

 

FIGURE 7: OPTIMIZATION OF THE CAPACITY CONTRACTED OF THE LOAD PROFILE WITH A PV 

SYSTEM  
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FIGURE 8: OPTIMIZATION OF THE CAPACITY CONTRACTED OF THE LOAD PROFILE WITH A PV 

+ BESS SYSTEM 

In this case, the EMS strategy consists in minimizing the electricity bill. It is 

considered that when there is a surplus of PV generation and the ESS is not capable 

to handle it, it is sold to the grid following the price of the market provided by 

OMIE for that period (Figure 9).  

The profile and electricity costs variation along the day are gathered in Figure 10 

for the whole year, and more detailed, magnified view, is shown in Figure 11. From 

the results, it is concluded: 

 The feed-in tariff (Figure 9) is higher when the PV generation is reduced due 

to the winter season (Figure 10). 

 In this case, the higher demands from the load occurred during the summer 

season, which coincided with the higher electricity costs. 

 There is a surplus of power generated at certain periods that allows selling 

the excess of power back to the grid. 

 Electricity costs have a fixed tariff related to the CP, which was optimized in 

the previous step:  In this case, CP costs are equal for both installation 

systems.  
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FIGURE 9: FEED-IN TARIFF 

 

FIGURE 10: POWER PROFILE AND ELECTRICITY COSTS ALONG ONE YEAR FOR ALL CASES 
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FIGURE 11: POWER PROFILE AND ELECTRICITY COSTS DURING TWO DAYS FOR ALL CASES 

The economic results for each case are gathered in Table 9. The annual savings 

coming from the electricity bill improve when adding a BESS, and also, the costs 

associated to the installation are lower since the BESS has a lower cost per 

capacity. As for the energy generated, the second installation generates a lower 

amount of energy due to a lower size of PV system. The overall cost of the energy 

is measured with the LCoE. 

 

TABLE 9: ECONOMIC RESULTS 

 PV1 + Load profile PV2 + BESS + Load 

profile 

Annual Savings (€) 1391 1560 

Energy used (MW) 100 48 

Installation costs 

(k€) 

48 29 

LCoE (€/MWh) 30.06 28.05 

 

The levelized cost of energy, LCoE (2), is the figure of merit to see the feasibility 

of the integration from the economic perspective, where the running costs and 
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revenues from the electricity bill are considered. The system is considered to 

operate for 15 years (n) and the discount rate (r) assumed was 4%. 

𝐿𝐶𝑜𝐸 =
𝐼0+∑

𝑅𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

(1+𝑟)𝑡
𝑡=𝑛
𝑡=1

∑ 𝐸𝑃𝑉
𝑡=𝑛
𝑡=1 +𝐸𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆

 
(2) 

A final price of 28.05 €/MWh has been obtained when installing PV2 system plus the 

BESS, whereas a less competitive price is obtained with only PV1 system, with a 

final LCoE of 30.06 €/MWh.  

4. SINGLE-PHASE INVERTER EFFECTS ON BATTERY 

The instantaneous power of Single-phase inverter pulsates at twice the output 

frequency, and it generates a second current harmonic at the same frequency at 

the input side[4]. This harmonic increases the RMS value of the current, and, as a 

result, efficiency is reduced in both converter and battery.  

4.1. SINGLE-PHASE INVERTER EFFECTS 

In this section, a case of the harmonic injection in a battery is presented. A 

discharging and a charging test is performed. Figure 12 shows the discharging test 

where there is a demand of 80 A from the battery. The second current harmonic 

has an amplitude similar to the zero-frequency one and it results in a voltage ripple 

with an amplitude of 0.42 V. Figure 13 shows the charging case, which has a similar 

second harmonic than in the discharging case.  

 

FIGURE 12: DISCHARGING TEST. CURRENT IN A) TIME DOMAIN AND B) FREQUENCY DOMAIN. 

VOLTAGE IN C) TIME DOMAIN AND D) FREQUENCY DOMAIN 
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FIGURE 13: CHARGING TEST. CURRENT IN A) TIME DOMAIN AND B) FREQUENCY DOMAIN. 

VOLTAGE IN C) TIME DOMAIN AND D) FREQUENCY DOMAIN 

From the experimental data, the series resistance is obtained. First, it is assumed 

the open circuit voltage (OCV) of the battery is the weighted average of both 

charging and discharging voltage test (3), which corresponds to 49.5 V. 

𝑂𝐶𝑉 = 𝑉0𝐻𝑧 70𝐴
𝐼 0𝐻𝑧  70 𝐴

𝐼 0𝐻𝑧  70 𝐴+𝐼 0𝐻𝑧  80 𝐴
+ 𝑉0𝐻𝑧 80𝐴

𝐼 0𝐻𝑧  80 𝐴

𝐼 0𝐻𝑧  70 𝐴+𝐼 0𝐻𝑧  80 𝐴
 (3) 

From the OCV and the continuous current, the series resistance Rs can be obtained 

for both cases (4), where the results are in (4). 

𝑅𝑠 =
𝑂𝐶𝑉

𝐼 0𝐻𝑧
 (4) 

The losses due to the harmonic then can be obtained with the resistance and the 

RMS value of the current at that frequency (5). The total power is obtained from 

the average current and voltage (6), where the relative losses from the total power 

can be obtained as in (7). 

𝑃100 𝐻𝑧 = 𝑅𝑠 (
𝐼100𝐻𝑧

√2
)

2

 
(5) 

𝑃𝑇 = 𝐼𝑎𝑣𝑔 · 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔  (6) 

𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 =
𝑃100𝐻𝑧

𝑃𝑇
100  (7) 
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The results for both cases are gathered in Table 10, where the power losses due to 

the second harmonic accounts between 0.65 % and 0.88 % of the total power, which 

are an important amount. There are several proposes to diminish the second 

harmonic effects in the battery side from the control and hardware perspective [4] 

that are desirable to be implemented to avoid that efficiency loss. 

 TABLE 10: LOSSES DUE TO THE SECOND HARMONIC 

 Rs (Ω) P100 HZ (W) PT (W) Ploss (%) 

Discharging 80 A 0.010 21.94 3348 0.65 

 Charging 70 A 0.014 26.69 3018 0.88 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present deliverable, a tool for the optimization of the energy storage system 

following the design in Deliverable 1.2 has been proposed for the multi-home 

scenario. The proposed software has been designed in MATLAB using an object-

oriented approach, so it can be easily ported to different languages. This 

architecture of the different classes explained can serve as a basis to perform an 

optimization and evaluate a PV plant system with a BESS. It also allows to easily 

implement own models and optimization techniques. An example case of a Multi-

home system case has been shown and compared with respect to the alternative 

only relying on a PV installation. Using the LCoE as a figure of merit, an important 

improvement, around 6%, is obtained.  

Additionally, the effects of the single-phase loads in the energy storage have been 

analyzed. Considering 100 Hz harmonic contents, a maximun efficiency reduction in 

the energy storage for near 1 % has been reported. 
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